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Status

 Closed

Subject

image selection for a tracker icon field not updating WHEN USING FIREFOX and the tracker_legacy_insert pref is set on

Version

14.x
14.x Regression
15.x
15.x Regression

Category

• Regression

Feature

Trackers
Maps

Resolution status

Fixed or Solved

Submitted by

Geoff Brickell

Lastmod by

Geoff Brickell

Rating

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0) 🟒

Description

For POI map items ie a tracker item with an Icon field, the icon image is no longer updating WHEN USING FIREFOX and the tracker_legacy_insert pref is enabled – in the tracker item edit screen a new/different icon image can be selected from the available options in the file gallery, and this is correctly shown just after selection but when the item is saved the icon reverts to the previous image.

Using Chrome it is all OK - not checked other browsers yet

Show instance with tracker setup:
http://eromneg-10122-5815.show.tikiwiki.org/tiki-view_tracker.php?trackerId=1
admin
admin12345

UPDATE: OK – I've narrowed down the issue further

I'm using FF44.0.1 so no difference there, but because my test site has evolved from much earlier versions it has got a whole range of tracker prefs that have been set over the years (or have arrived during upgrades to give backwards compatibility)
I’ve spent a bit of time aligning the show instance to what my test site uses and the key difference is the tracker_legacy_insert pref which is set in the Tracker Control Panel. With this set the issue occurs in the show instance with FF but is OK in Chrome

Importance
8
Priority
40

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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Comments

Constantin B 10 Feb 16 20:42 GMT-0000

Can't reproduce with 15.x. I created tracker with Icon fields. Add/Edit item correctly changes image in tracker view and edit window.

Constantin B 11 Feb 16 22:18 GMT-0000

It's related to html FORM code is messed up a bit and Chrome is intelligent enough to handle this but FF does not and skips all form values in POST header. Actually if you use Save button that is on the TOP of form, it will work 😊

Tracker header fields are implemented different way and this is left over from previous implementation, so I removed trackerheader tag from line was causing the issue.
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